Offer #2024-07416

PhD Position F/M Bandits-Inspired Reinforcement Learning to Explore Large Stochastic Environments

Contract type : Fixed-term contract

Level of qualifications required : Graduate degree or equivalent

Fonction : PhD Position

About the research centre or Inria department

The Inria University of Lille centre, created in 2008, employs 360 people including 305 scientists in 15 research teams. Recognised for its strong involvement in the socio-economic development of the Hauts-De-France region, the Inria University of Lille centre pursues a close relationship with large companies and SMEs. By promoting synergies between researchers and industrialists, Inria participates in the transfer of skills and expertise in digital technologies and provides access to the best European and international research for the benefit of innovation and companies, particularly in the region. For more than 10 years, the Inria University of Lille centre has been located at the heart of Lille’s university and scientific ecosystem, as well as at the heart of Frenchtech, with a technology showroom based on Avenue de Bretagne in Lille, on the EuraTechnologies site of economic excellence dedicated to information and communication technologies (ICT).

Context

Odalric-Ambrym Maillard is a researcher at Inria. He has worked for over a decade on advancing the theoretical foundations of reinforcement learning, using a combination of tools from statistics, optimization and control, in order to build more efficient algorithms able to better estimate uncertainty, exploit structures, or adapt to some non-stationary context. He was the PI of the ANR-JCJC project BADASS (BAnDits Against non-Stationarity and Structure) until Oct. 2021. He is also leading the Inria Action Exploratoire SR4SG (Sequential Recommendation for Sustainable Gardening) and is involved in a series of other projects, from more applied to more theoretical ones all related to the grand challenge of reinforcement learning that is to make it applicable in real-life situations.

Assignment

Having emerged in the last decade, Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), resulting from the combination of Deep Learning (DL) and Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques has predominantly been explored in environments characterized by determinism or low stochasticity, such as games and robotic tasks. However, the applicability of RL extends far beyond these controlled settings to encompass real-world scenarios with substantial stochastic elements. This includes for instance, autonomous driving, where stochasticity can be inherently induced by many factors like the unpredictable behavior of other vehicles, pedestrians, and varying weather conditions. Another typical example is that of supporting decision making in agrosystems subject to stochastic weather or pests conditions and inherent variability due to latent variables, or in healthcare where similar treatments may affect individuals differently.

In these complex and dynamic real-world environments, deep approaches make sense in approximating complex functions in a non-parametric manner, serving as effective feature extractors, especially when agents contend with vast amounts of information. However, traditional deep RL approaches [14, 2] face considerable challenges, primarily stemming from their inherent sample inefficiency. Existing promising algorithms often adopt a model-based approach, explicitly attempting to learn the underlying distribution of dynamics, then sample from it and derive an optimal policy using traditional RL methods. However, such methods appear to be very brittle in the context of stochastic environments.

In stark contrast, in simpler scenarios, without dynamics but characterized by high stochasticity, bandit algorithms efficiently manage the exploration-exploitation tradeoff. Over the past few years, significant progress has been made in the field, in addressing more structured and complex bandit problems
Recently, bandit strategies have been shown to achieve significant progress in handling Markov Decision Processes, see [16, 19], though restricted to small, discrete environments, paving the path to more challenging environments.

This Ph.D. aims to draw inspiration from these promising strategies to develop bandit-inspired deep reinforcement learning approaches, specifically designed to effectively navigate stochastic environments with substantial information complexity. Indeed, as a special and simplified subset of Markov Decision Processes, bandits algorithm offer a profound theoretical understanding. The notion of regret comparing the disparity between the potential optimal cumulated reward and the actual collected reward by an agent following a specific learning strategy motivates creating sample-efficient strategies. Drawing inspiration from bandits, we aspire to enhance the theoretical guarantees of Deep RL algorithms, traditionally viewed as black boxes, to become more reliable including in stochastic environments.

The developed method aims to be more adapted to address real-world problems, a research topic that is gaining increasing popularity, as evidenced by events like the Real Life Workshop at NeurIPS 2022. In real-world scenarios, addressing challenges such as high randomness, risk, information abundance, reward sparsity, and sample efficiency is crucial. The resulting algorithms will be instrumental for the Inria team-project Scool and its collaborators, who are actively engaged in real-world applications across diverse fields, with a primary focus on health, agriculture, ecology, and sustainable development.

Main activities

More particularly we propose to define three research axis, each of them mixing both theoretical and practical advances:

2.1 Axis 1 - Adapting RL to stochastic environments:
In this axis, we aim to leverage insights from bandits, particularly in minimizing regret within highly stochastic problems, to propose extensions or variants that can advance the capabilities of RL in large stochastic environments. We intend to strengthen the development of RL methods for stochastic environments, extending [16] from ergodic to generic MDPs and leveraging results from perturbation analysis [11] and higher-order optimal control [9] to better handle the bias function hence build more effective model-based RL methods. We will continue the efforts in injecting promising bandit strategies, such as [12], [5] both in tabular and approximate algorithms, to develop hybrid deep-bandit strategies for stochastic environments. We will also investigate how to extend the literature on RL in deterministic environments, such as complex games and deterministic control tasks, to stochastic environments incorporating popular Bayesian approaches. This research will contribute to the growing body of literature on RL in stochastic environments and help practitioners develop methods for RL in these challenging environments. To test these new methods, we aim to develop new benchmark/environments that emphasis the manage of stochasticity.

2.2 Axis 2 - Structured interactions and auxiliary information:
To efficiently handle the rich diversity of interactions, we propose to investigate the problem of leveraging auxiliary information in RL for systems with many state variables. Our focus will first be on identifying the most influential variables, uncovering underlying structures, and developing methods to forecast the evolution of these variables inspired from related questions in bandits [13]. We will then investigate the structure that may be known to the domain expert, such as factored, causality or combinatorial structures, to reduce the complexity of the learning task. More generally, this research will contribute to the growing body of literature on leveraging auxiliary information in RL and help practitioners improve the performance of their RL algorithms by leveraging the available expert knowledge.

2.3 Axis 3 - Context-goal exploration-exploitation trade-off
In this axis, We aim to extend the literature on contextual bandits and contextual MDPs by exploring the concept of context-goal, seen as context variable shaping the objectives of the agent. Our goal is to design an agent that is both general and efficient across diverse objectives, adapting to the changing nature of the context to achieve optimal performance. Specifically, we propose to investigate the problem of jointly addressing diverse objectives, such as different risk-aversion levels, across multiple environments under the linear-context structural assumption. To address this problem, we will revisit the exploration-exploitation trade-off to understand how to explore in one environment to gather information that is relevant to another practitioner's objective, in a collectively optimal way. This can be done extending lower-bound techniques to this problem. Besides, we will also contribute to the literature on risk-aversion in MDPs, extending our work [3, 10] from bandits to MDPs and to the contextual case. Overall, this task will fill a gap in the literature by providing a framework for efficiently learning from many environments with diverse objectives tailored to the preferences of the decision-maker, and will contribute to the growing body of research on risk-aversion in RL.

During the initial six months, the student will delve into the literature to identify potential bandit and deep RL algorithms for integration and extension. Simultaneously, benchmarking environments will be developed. The subsequent three semesters will be dedicated to the development of new algorithms, with a focus on achieving tangible results on real-world problems by the end of the fifth semester. The sixth semester will be dedicated to thesis writing and job applications.

Skills

Technical skills and level required : Master in AI and RL related domains.

Languages : English (scientific writing)

Relational skills : Ability to interact with supervisor and other team members, present work in seminar or conference.
Benefits package

- Subsidized meals
- Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
- Leave: 7 weeks of annual leave + 10 extra days off due to RTT (statutory reduction in working hours) + possibility of exceptional leave (sick children, moving home, etc.)
- Possibility of teleworking and flexible organization of working hours
- Professional equipment available (videoconferencing, loan of computer equipment, etc.)
- Social, cultural and sports events and activities
- Access to vocational training
- Social security coverage

Remuneration

1st and 2nd year: 2100 € (grossly salary)
3rd year: 2190 € (grossly salary)

General Information

- **Theme/Domain**: Optimization, machine learning and statistical methods
- **Town/city**: Villeneuve d’Ascq
- **Inria Center**: Centre Inria de l'Université de Lille
- **Starting date**: 2024-10-01
- **Duration of contract**: 3 years
- **Deadline to apply**: 2024-06-30

Contacts

- **Inria Team**: SCOOL
- **PhD Supervisor**: Maillard Odalric-ambrym / Odalric.Maillard@inria.fr

About Inria

Inria is the French national research institute dedicated to digital science and technology. It employs 2,600 people. Its 200 agile project teams, generally run jointly with academic partners, include more than 3,500 scientists and engineers working to meet the challenges of digital technology, often at the interface with other disciplines. The Institute also employs numerous talents in over forty different professions. 900 research support staff contribute to the preparation and development of scientific and entrepreneurial projects that have a worldwide impact.

The keys to success

The PhD requires a solid background in statistics, probability, Markov chains, concentration of measure and confidence regions, a good knowledge of multi-armed bandit, active sampling and Markov decision processes methods, strong analytical skills, as well as the capacity to code, conduct relevant numerical experiments and prove theoretical guarantees of the considered strategies. The successful candidate is expected to learn quickly, have a solid mathematical background, and have good to excellent programming skills. After getting familiar with the relevant literature, and through numerous discussions with the PhD advisor, the candidate will investigate such questions and is expected to publish its outcome in the top-tier conferences and journals of the field.

**Warning**: you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is not guaranteed.

Instruction to apply

**Defence Security**: This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST). Authorisation to enter an area is granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

**Recruitment Policy**: As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.